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In Like, Again, Eve Pell beautifully and thoughtfully concludes that life experience adds dimensions to the
art of connection—and that we all stand to understand something from unexpected romance., writer of
Triumphs of Encounter: The Men of the Harvard Grant Research   How do outdated people meet fresh
loves?In this inspiring exploration of fifteen late-in-life romances, Eve Pell illustrates the human appetite
and capacity for romantic love at any age. Eve Pell was 68 when she convinced a friend to set her up with
Sam Hirabayashi. A decade her senior, Sam, a fellow runner, was handsome and nice. Shortly Eve and
Sam were plunged right into a giddy romance that started with a film date. “It had been crazy,” • “It had
been wonderful. In addition, it really is beautifully written.   Pell wrote about their romance in a New
York Times Modern Like column and received a wave of responses from people who recognized their
own tales in hers. This factor, this late-in-life like: It’”s just about everywhere, and it’” Part memoir, part
journey to a new frontier, Love, Again is usually illuminating and heartwarming.  in senior living facilities,
in retirement homes, in bars, in food markets, on cruise ships, on the Internet—brazenly, quietly,
unexpectedly. People once created off as too aged for intimacy are having romances, beginning intense
affairs once thought to be for the youthful.Eve Pell’  ”couples whose partners’ ages range between 61 to
96—Pell reports on their relationships, from saying hello to knowing they’ • These widows, widowers,
divorcés, and never-marrieds start about old love versus young, the excitement of sex, and the looming
shadow of mortality.  — In staggering numbers, old folks are meeting and falling in love—d found the main
one, from blending routines and traditions to overcoming judgments and problems.not who they someday
may be. Fall in love with who someone is now— Pell writes. Continually be honest, but don’t feel pressure
to share everything. • And most of most: The center can continue steadily to expand. Advance
compliment for Love, Again    “Katie Couric“frontier of romance, that is a lovely book about the chance of
late-in-life like and the life-changing lessons we all can learn from anyone who has been fortunate to find
it.s transformative. At the core of this publication is wisdom: what we all can learn from the experience,
no matter age group.A heartwarming, eye-opening, life-affirming trip to the last   s —widowed and
divorced, gay and straight— Speaking with poets and performers, a retired nurse and a retired coach,
environmentalists, philanthropists, and teachers—— “ “I remarried at 75 and also have followed one hundred
marriages from age group 50 in. Eve Pell knows what she is discussing. As these males and women—”s
developing, it’career while an investigative reporter served her in discovering such couples and learning
their tales, which, along with her own like story, she imparts with fluency and zest.George E. Vaillant,
M.D.  Susan Trott, writer of the Holy Man Trilogy     Her publication is touching, eye-opening, inspiring,
and wise. Love, Again is a pleasure to read, filled with humor and heart and nice collective wisdom, a
book for all age groups.share their tales of forging deep connections within their 60s, 70s, 80s, and, yes,
90s, they deliver a heartwarming message: We are never as well old for new like.”—Jill Smolowe, writer of
Four Funerals and a marriage: Resilience in a period of Grief
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For any man and female, post 60 and today single, this is a must read, if you don't prefer low quality of
life in the years ahead. Eve Pell isn't a stranger to me.I read her "Modern Love" column in the NY
Instances a few years back, where she spoke of her meeting a man, so unlike any of the men she had ever
experienced in her lifestyle, married to or elsewhere. And beyond getting together with this man, within a
calendar year, deciding that man would change her life even more profoundly, than any before him,
therefore within a short while, she married him. Sorry, I don't possess nine more phrases to say.Because
most of us, thanks to western society's cultural "development" think of an individual woman of 68 and a
single man of 78, meeting, falling in love, getting married two years later, after that leading enriching
active lives, as a minimal probability and or impossible event. Five Stars I loved this book. (p 92)Another
example: Howard said, he noticed how non-touchy his relatives were..Because of this, she tracked down
others, post 60, who had found one another and created intimate, enriching lives together with caring,
character and grace for each other and the globe around them.Such events, as Eve Pell highlights come
just with the wisdom that personal experience with the ups and downs of life gives to anyone now post
60. The therapist informed us it really is much easier for her to utilize couples who are building a strong
romantic relationship than those whose relationship has already been in shambles. The writer talked about
all of the couples when she said “I’m struck by how each partner really values the joy of the other.This is a
completely inspirational book. It is rather upbeat and an easy read. It’s encouraging for folks to get out
there and try romance once again.And with such understanding, such post 60 couples can look past the
reality of no longer being a 20-30 calendar year olds and rendering it work, perhaps much better than it
ever did, in prior human relationships where with their youth, they squandered many opportunities for
living a lot more deeply intimate, caring , exciting lives with somebody.. This is an excellent strategy. I
really liked this publication! They would not insist the various other accompany them if the other didn’t
wish to.The "understand" is approximately life and how to live it with love, treatment and affection
because of their partner, to the fullest with enough time that is left.Some excerpts from the
publication:Several times a season Sam continued golfing trips with friends. I got to reread it a couple
times. Eve was content for him and she sensed fortunate to be excluded - since she didn’t like to golf. In
the divorced males, I saw guys who were shell-shocked, guys who had been out for revenge. The point
was they wanted one another to be content. How they fulfilled, how they get along, what the romance is
similar to, what the sex is like, obstacles (like family members who disapproved), and thoughts about
death getting near.Yes, with the substantial connection with life, for just about any post 60 year old, if
you open up your heart as well as your mind, you can find that special someone and the special you
create together might only be because of your collective encounters in life prior to teaming up.” (p
107)Another couple: She was traveling to function and had a flat tire. She known as him asking who to
call to repair it. He stated I’ll end up being there in a couple moments with my car. You take my car to
work and I’ll deal with the flat.Another few runs on the therapist. “We wait to bring up really difficult
points that may be explosive until we are with the therapist. I liked it.In fact it is with that wisdom,
predicated on experience, that makes for such a wealthy and shared life, that lots of younger, may never
find. Story length: 189 pages. After that she switches back to the few with their “I” sentences.
Worthwhile.. If their marriages had been happy that they had more purpose of searching for long-term
romantic relationships..After her beloved Sam passed, Eve Pell set off to discover if she had experienced
something rare, or something common, and what shape or form creating a shared intimate life together
with someone else would take when both are post sixty. Sam would go to a meeting with Eve if she said
it was important. Great read for anybody caught off guard by an "Unexpected Romance" Loved the
vignettes of the various couples in addition to Eve Pell's own encounter. It comes in a great time in my
life. It was hard for them to trust again. A book of info and hope. But you have to know people and share
ideals.” (p 148) (Be aware: The author Eve will be an exception to the. It could be heart-warming, giving



one expect the future if you are widowed or divorced and so are sixty-plus.)A ninety-something guy said
“The biggest surprise of his long life was his discovery of the unceasing need for deep attachment and
intimate like.” (p 172)Minor issue:Occasionally I was confused concerning who was talking. Sexual
language: none. But the author is talking about what Howard said so the “his” was the author’s word for
Howard. Then the writer Eve says “I” discussing herself. “They found that widows and widowers were
better prospects than divorced people.Thanks to Eve Pell's personal experience of teaming up with her
"Sam," for very deep and fulfilling intimacy with pleasure in the autumn of her life, in addition to his, we
who all are recent 60, are blessed. It regales us with tales of how these folks fulfilled, the intricacies of
their relationships and how those relationships ended up. He had an enjoyable experience.a good little
book with stories relevant to second (or third) period around romances. For instance a few is quoted using
several “I” sentences. It could have been better to put it in quotes such as this. Howard said “he observed
how non-touchy my relatives had been.” (p 143)DATA:Narrative mode: mixed 1st and 3rd person.” (p
97)One couple talked about online dating. Swearing language: moderate but hardly ever used. I got to
pay careful attention. Sexual content material: descriptions that sex takes place but no details. And what
the reader gets is normally story after story of senior romances which have blossomed quite by accident.S.
Copyright: 2014. Genre: nonfiction, relationships. A Sweet Little Book This book is what it is. As a person
who didn’t find your soulmate until she was 40-something and is now pushing 60, I could relate to many
of these people.. Howard is talking about George, so “he” means George. She was twice divorced and
discovered a fulfilling love with Sam. That was confusing. However, I found it to be, while hopeful,
extremely repetitive. Great to read about people finding the like of their lives within their seventies and
eighties! What wisdom? While being truly a lovely, peaceful publication, there are no great stories of
wisdom and how one might find and handle a relationship with a future partner. I think that a good
message to eliminate from this reserve is usually "don't try so hard, and be flexible". However, the stories
told, for me, became repetitive.I was looking for a little more "what worked for me personally". Setting:
present day interviews with lovers in the U. I was delighted to read about the encounters of others and
how they addressed all aspects of geezer relationships. Nonfiction about lovers who became lovers after
age 60. I really enjoyed this reading about enthusiasts who found one another later in lifestyle.. I’m not
sure if falling in love gets better each time, or if as we get older we just have a larger appreciation for it.
80 is the new 60 I would recommend this book for anybody who has shed their spouse, who thinks that
existence is just about over, but is available to other possibilities. Finding love again myself at 80 after my
dear spouse died, just blew my brain. I happened to be in my own gym locker room extolling my
happiness whenever a lady spoke up and said she'd written a reserve about love after 60. It had been the
author of the book. I found it very interesting and filled with helpful ideas on what love in latter years
differed from young or younger love.Because with Eve Pell's clear and concise composing, woven in
sections between the life tales of older couples, who found one another late in life, you will discover out
what everyone written of in this publication, post 60 offers come to comprehend.” Don said “Eighty-five
percent (of single women) were divorced or separated. She's a fantastic writer/researcher. While it was a
nice little book, it's not quite what I expected. Vintage Like is Alive and Well If you are in a late-in-
existence relationship this book is filled with wisdom, insights and love. Every page has something helpful
- I highly recommend it.As in "act your actual age grandma or grandpa," seeing that in act elderly, as in
take action out the remaining years of your life as a dried up emotionless prune, as much, young and
almost old, in our culture would opine.! Their entire thing appeared to me to become about sex.
Excellent! Really well written and ideal for growing-older folks, curious about how this
romance/relationship thing works mainly because we enter our later years.The cover describes it as "the
wisdom of unpredicted romance". I purchased 3 more to give away. A Book for Lovers Eve Pell is usually
personally engaging and writes intelligently from the center. Many of them, if they were standing on a



subway system and a teach was coming, they’d have pushed their hubby off. It made me feel like I had
company. This book addressed many issues that have already been on my mind.But to many, such events
were the plot lines of romance novels for women and men four to five years younger.
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